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By Rabbi Joseph B. Meszler

Jewish Lights. Hardcover. Condition: New. 176 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 0.8in.An
exploration of Judaisms most sacred statement and world-changing idea. Hear O Israel, the Eternal
is Our God, the Eternal is One! There is arguably no more important statement in Judaism than the
Shma. Its wordscalling us to hear, to listen, to pay attentiondefy direct translation and have meant
different things throughout history. In a deeply personal exploration of this sacred proclamation,
command, and prayer, Rabbi Joseph B. Meszler delves into the spiritual history of the Shma,
inspiring you to claim your own personal meaning in these enduring words. By examining how the
Shma has been commented upon by ancient sages and contemporary thinkers, he opens the doors
between each generation that has found a different dimension of truth in the Shma. Each chapter
focuses on a major historical figure and includes a sacred story, an exploration into the storys
many meanings, and a suggestion for a new way of hearing the voice in the story. Experience the
Shma through the lives of: w MosesFighting Idolatry w Akiba ben JosephThe Sages Offer Their Lives
w Saaida GaonProving the One w Moses MaimonidesNothing Like God w Haim VitalCommuning
with...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on looking at but really exciting to read through. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at time
period. Its been written in an remarkably straightforward way which is just soon a er i finished reading through this book where basically altered me,
change the way i think.
-- Er na  La ng osh-- Er na  La ng osh

This pdf may be really worth a read, and superior to other. It generally does not price too much. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Dyla n Scha den-- Dyla n Scha den
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